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A Neurobiological Perspective on Psychological Stress
Jayasankara Reddy. K and Unnati G Hunjan

Abstract — The last twenty years have been seen to extensive
research on stress providing considerable insight into the
biological basis of stress–fight and flight response, autonomic
nervous systems and immune systems and cognitive functions
interactions like attention, memory and creativity. Rapid
change and development in the field of technology have made
the world more competitive. This competency has made life
more stressful. This paper encompasses the previous studies
conducted till date on stress across the globe, based on
neurobiology, sources and Impact of stress. An extensive
literature search with key words stress, sources of stress,
Impact of stress and coping strategies and have yielded many
studies. In the present chapter we have focused on how stress
affects the cognition, immune system and hormones. These
articles were collected mainly from online databases EBSCO
and ProQuest. The studies have shown that stressful situations
reduce working memory, attention and concentration resulting
in poor work efficiency/performance. The critical issues for
future research have been identified and discussed based on
the shortcomings from previous literature.
Index Terms— Stress; Neurobiology; Sources; Impact.

I. INTRODUCTION
Often in literature we find two ways of defining stress i.e.
psychological stress and biological stress. Whereas
Psychological stress occurs when an individual perceives
that environmental demands tax or exceed his or her
adaptive capacity [1] [2]; biological stress on the other hand
has been defined as any change in the environment that
changes or threatens to change and existing optimal steady
state [3]. With a more holistic perspective however we shall
describe stress from a psycho-biological perspective and
define stress as any uncomfortable "emotional experience
accompanied by predictable biochemical, physiological and
behavioral changes."[4].
Reena had been constantly thinking about her upcoming
graduate level final exam. She has been preparing for it
since last week. But still a lot of portions to cover. Imagine
her state on the previous day of a major test. A person who
is close to her can identify various behaviour symptoms
exhibited by her during the process of preparation. Being
under stress is not a unique phenomenon. Everyone on a day
to day basis experience’s various kinds of stress. People
report concerns about weight, health of a family member,
rising prices, home maintenance, having too many things to
do, money, crime, and physical appearance as the most
frequent daily hassles they experience [5]. A qualitative
study on Academic stress among students has shown that
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students exhibiting limited social interaction, alteration in
eating habits and aggressive behaviour [6].
Stress has become one of the major topics of discussion
among academicians and researchers since several years due
to its special impact on various systems of the body. But
people generally ask themselves a question what exactly is
stress? In general terms it can be defined as the demands
exerted on an individual to perform certain tasks. In the field
of health psychology, stress arises when demand exceeds
one’s potential to resolve it. If an individual lack either
internal or external demands to cope with the situation it
becomes stressful. The following paragraphs discuss about
the concept of stress, sources of stress, Impact of stress and
the need for management.

II. CONCEPTUALIZATION OF STRESS
“Stress is a lifestyle crisis” [7] and can be any factor
which acts internally or externally that helps the individual
to adapt and to maintain the equilibrium [8]. Stress have
been conceptualized in the literature based on three main
viewpoints- stress as a response, stimulus and as a
transaction [9]. It is considered to be a response of the body
to a threatful stimuli in the response-based view [10].
Whereas in the stimulus-based view, stress is defined as
events external to the individual such as life events which
requires adjustment and adaptation [11]. Finally, in the
transaction-based view, stress is a dynamic process of
assigning meaning and coping based on person-environment
transactions [12] [13].
Various physiological responses are associated with stress
or stressful stimuli. To help the individual to cope with the
stimuli these repertoires of responses play a vital role. These
are maintained by two main biological systems. The first is
the sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system
and the second is the brain-pituitary-adrenocortical axis
[14]. Acute stressors stimulate the sympathetic adrenomedullary system and releases adrenalin. It plays a vital role
in helping the individual to “fight or flight” [15].
The second major stress-responsive system is the brainpituitary-adrenocortical axis. This regulates the release of
glucocorticoid (GC) hormones which mobilize energy into
blood stream from the storage sites of the body [16]. Given
such descriptions, stress is indeed a critical concern. It
affects thoughts, feelings and finally behaviour in total.
Excess stress causes problems and discomfort irrespective of
age.

III. SOURCES OF STRESS
Literature have shown different forms of stress across age
groups. Findings of [17] have shown that stress among
college students was due to relationships and among married
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couples due to interpersonal conflicts [18]. These conflicts
include spending money, balancing the work and family.
Illness or divorce within family can also add to emotional
and financial pressures. These can even give rise to
problems like depression, anxiety and sadness [19]. The
positive life events like marriage and arrival of a newborn
can create stress due to financial pressures, sleep deprivation
and difficulty in managing time.
In an organization an employ can feel stressed due to the
work pressures of long working hours, deadlines, and
unique responsibility [20]. People who are in helping
professions with responsibility for saving people’s lives,
such as doctors, firefighters, and air traffic controllers,
experiences high levels of stress because of the fear of
making mistakes, due to its dreadful consequences [21].
Individuals experience stress due to environmental pressures
such as noise, crowding, and natural disasters [22]. Another
major cause of stress caused by one’s environment is
poverty, which can lead to other associated problems like
crime, overcrowded housing, pollution, and noise [23] [24].
Finally, people often experience considerable amount of
stress when they are in situations in which they lack control
for example being stuck in a traffic jam, a long queue etc.
can be so irritating.

IV. IMPACT OF STRESS
During the stressful situation the individual’s cognitive
system becomes overloaded and it reduces his/her
attentional resources [25]. Evidences suggest that reduced
attentional resources under stress decreases the ability to
filter out irrelevant information from relevant information
[26]. Whereas under optimum stress level attention becomes
more selective, which will be helpful for the task that
requires exclusive focusing [27] [25].
Stress responses and the increased cortisol level influence
memory and its components. Working memory gets
impaired when the task load is high [28] and when the
performance is evaluated during the stressful event [29].
Literature suggests that high levels of HPA axis activation
due to high stress will impair memory consolidation [30]
[31].
Stress has a direct link with immune system, chronic
stress suppresses various immune system parameters. It has
also been found that acute system also has an impact in
immune functioning [2]. Specifically, it can trigger the
production of immune system responses in the absence of an
infectious agent [32]. Immune deficiency due to chronic
exposure to stressors cause many physiological problems
which includes heart and bowel disease, herpes, headaches
and sleep difficulties [33] [5].
Studies have shown that stressful working atmosphere
among students led them to exhibit various behavioral
problems like decreased interest in academics, frequent
school refusal, irritability, weeping spells and physical
complaints due to stress [34] [35] [36] [37]. Excessive
negative stress lead to reduced work efficiency which
contributes to bad habits like addictions and substance abuse
(CMHA, 2013). It can also lead to maladaptive behaviours
like crime [38], absenteeism and school dropout [39] [40]
[41].
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It can be concluded from the studies that stressful
situations reduce working memory [42], attention [26] and
concentration [34] [26] resulting in poor work
efficiency/performance [42] [43] [44] [45] [46]. Further,
poor immune functioning makes individuals prone to illness,
which reduces their ability to strive for excellence leading to
reduced outcome. Increased stress negatively impacts
cognition/immune functioning leading poor work efficiency
this add on to further stress making it a recurring process
[42] [46]. Thus, in this current scenario understanding and
managing stress has a significant role to play.

V. WHAT CAN BE DONE ?
The literature suggests about the various kinds of
outcomes associated with stress. It can be seen from
literature that stress leads to lower cognitive abilities and
reduced work efficiency. The reference [6] points that
individuals lack necessary skills for managing the same.
Planning effective interventions for individuals to cope
with the stressful situations will have many fruitful results.
The foremost outcome will be improvement in work
efficiency. In a long run degradation in the health issues,
suicidal rates and psychiatric illnesses too. Last but not least,
if individuals acquire necessary skills for management they
can contribute positively for the development of economy.
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